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Java EE 7 with GlassFish 4 Application ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical guide to install and configure the GlassFish 4 application server and develop Java EE 7 applications to be deployed to this server


	About This Book

	
		Install and configure GlassFish 4
	
		Covers all major Java EE 7 APIs and includes new additions such as JSON Processing
	...
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Java Data ObjectsO'Reilly, 2003
This book, written by the JDO Specification Lead and one of the key contributors to the JDO Specification, is the definitive work on the JDO API.  It gives you a thorough introduction to JDO, starting with a simple application that demonstrates many of JDO's capabilities.  It shows you how to make classes persistent, how JDO maps persistent classes...
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Struts Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
Learn to build applications with Jakarta Struts, the most popular JSP development framework. Struts Kick Start is a "hands-on" book filled with sample applications and code snippets you can reuse, and in-depth coverage of new features in Struts 1.1. If you are looking for a practical book that "shows you how to do it", then...
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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2009
Java Message Service, Second Edition, is a thorough introduction to the standard API that supports "messaging" -- the software-to-software exchange of crucial data among network computers. You'll learn how JMS can help you solve many architectural challenges, such as integrating dissimilar systems and applications, increasing...
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Enterprise Java Programming with IBM WebSphere, Second EditionIBM Press, 2003
           Enterprise Java Programming with IBM WebSphere, Second Edition is the definitive guide tobuilding mission-critical enterprise systems with J2EE, WebSphere, and WebSphere StudioApplication Developer. Fully updated for Versions 5.x of WebSphere Application Server andWebSphere Studio...
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JavaServer Pages, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
JavaServer Pages, Third Edition is completely revised and updated to cover the substantial changes in the 2.0 version of the JSP specification. It also includes detailed coverage of the major revisions to the JSP Standard Tag Library (JSTL) specification. Combining plenty of practical advice with detailed coverage...
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EJB & JSP: Java on the EdgeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book presents JSP and EJB to the HTML-savvy Java programmer, with a caveat: any Java developer interested indeveloping multi-tiered distributed applications needs to know something about a range of J2EE APIs. That said,knowing JSP will allow a programmer to create dynamic web content (easier than with Java Servlets) and knowing EJBwill allow a...
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Mastering JavaServer Faces (Java)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
JavaServer Faces (JSF) is an exciting new technology that will change the way
we build user interfaces for Java 2 Enterprise Edition applications. With the
introduction of JSF, we can finally create user interfaces simply with a set of
reusable components. And with a component-based framework, Web applications
are finally on a...
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Server Component Patterns: Component Infrastructures Illustrated with EJB (Wiley Software Patterns Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is about component-based development on the server. Examples
for such technologies are Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), CORBA
Components (CCM) or Microsoft’s COM+, which have all gained
widespread use recently. To build successful applications based on
these technologies, the developer should have an understanding of...
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EJB 3.0 Database Persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11gPackt Publishing, 2010

	EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans) 3.0 is a commonly used database persistence technology in Java EE applications. EJB 3.0 has simplified the development of EJBs with an annotations-based API that eliminates the use of remote/local interfaces, home/local home interfaces, and deployment descriptors. A number of other books are available on EJB 3.0,...
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MDA Explained: The Model Driven Architecture-Practice and PromiseAddison Wesley, 2003
Experienced application developers often invest more time in building models than they do in actually writing code. Why? Well-constructed models make it easier to deliver large, complex enterprise systems on time and within budget. Now, a new framework advanced by the Object Management Group (OMG) allows developers to build systems according to...
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IBM(R) WebSphere(R): Deployment and Advanced Configuration (Information Management)IBM Press, 2004
The expert guide to deploying and managing any WebSphere Application Server V5.x application and environment
 

If you’re a WebSphere Application Server administrator or developer, this is your ...
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